
INTRODUCTION

My interest in learning new technologies has
motivated me to be a frontend developer. 
It has been my experience working on industry-
level projects and contributing to university
organizations that has enabled me to develop my
professional and teamwork skills. I care about
writing clean code. With my ability to learn
quickly and adapt to a variety of situations, I am
an excellent candidate for the expected position.

EDUCATION

American International University-Bangladesh
(AIUB), Dhaka
BSc in Computer Science and Engineering
CGPA: 3.26 (out of 4.00)
2018-2022

EXTRACURRICULAR

By volunteering and working as a graphic
designer, I gained experience in teamwork and
leadership.

Volunteered for 'Youth Fest 2018' which was
held by BASIS.

AIUB Computer Club

BASIS Student's Forum

EdStructure
Edstructure is an Interactive Institution Information and
Management System (IIIMS) based SAAS developer.

LIVE: https://edstructure.com
__________________________________________________________
Unique Regency
Reactjs web app for hotel booking with various reservation
features. Collaborated with team at my current company.

LIVE: https://uniqueregencybd.com

__________________________________________________________
Literate Learning App
Responsive single-page web application using Reactjs, 
Express, React-Bootstrap, Firebase and API.

LIVE: tinyurl.com/3h3zythf  
GITHUB: tinyurl.com/45xn6p7j
__________________________________________________________
Café
Reactjs coffee shop website using Material-UI.
LIVE: tin yurl.com/2p8mzarm
GITHUB: tinyurl.com/mpk6fr62
__________________________________________________________
Course Planner
Responsive React.js App using vanilla CSS and browser local
storage.
LIVE: tinyurl.com/yckbytky
GITHUB: tinyurl.com/589r7cfv

PROJECTS

SKILLS & PROFICIENCIES

JavaScript, React.js, ES6, Node.js, SCSS/SASS, C#

Next.js, Redux, RESTful APIs, Material-UI,
Bootstrap, TailwindCSS, Framer.

Git, Postman, Figma, Photoshop.

Languages and Libraries:

Frameworks:

Tools:

github.com/nafisnihal
linkedin.com/in/nafisnihal

EXPERIENCE

Designed and developed highly responsive
and interactive user interfaces using ReactJS.
Building web components that are reusable
and can be reimplemented in the future.
Developed booking, dashboard and education
management web apps.
Collaborated with product team members to
implement new feature developments.

Junior Frontend Developer
Techsist Ltd.
March 2023 - Present (6 months)

nafisnihal.vercel.app

+8801797601756

Dhaka, Bangladesh
nafisnihal12@gmail.com
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